In her excellent monograph on three transpositions of the Boris theme--in Karamzin, Pus } kin, and Musorgskij, Caryl Emerson remarks that in Pus } kin's Boris "events matter less than rumors about events and everyone with a story to tell is aware of the power of storytelling" (140).
2 that Boris orchestrated his own installation on the throne was not new with Pus } kin--he follows Karamzin's account. Not only Boris, but the people play a role in this theatrical spectacle: (190) This and the mother who throws her child on the ground are taken from Karamzin: (Karamzin, A note adds that " " (Karamzin, 10:n. 397) Karamzin buries this material in the detailed text and in a footnote, but Pus } kin makes the theatrical motif the centerpiece of his four introductory scenes. 1
Boris and the people are not the only ones who may be accused of pretending in the introductory scenes. S } ujskij too admits that he lied to Tsar Feodor. He tells Vorotynskij that while he knew Boris had murdered the Tsarevich, he failed to inform Feodor of the truth because he was prompted by Boris:
(185) In the opening scenes, then, Boris, S } ujskij, and the are the pretenders.
Here it will be helpful to draw a semantic distinction obligatory in
Russian. Russian makes a distinction between pretending or play-acting----and pretending to the throne--. So far we are dealing only with the first kind of pretending: the quotation from
Karamzin even uses the same root as . This pretending or play-acting is a kind of lying, and lying is a quintessentially semiotic act.
Umberto Eco even goes so far as to define semiotics as "the discipline studying everything which can be used in order to lie"(7). In the first four scenes of Boris Godunov, then, we have three examples of signification used to lie. Boris signifies that he does not want the throne, when he actually does; S } ujskij signifies that Boris did not murder the Tsarevich Dimitrij, when he thinks that he did; the crowd signifies that it wants Boris crowned to the point of tears, when actually it does not. The addressees of these messages need not take them at face value for the truth: it is probably obvious to the people that Boris wants the throne, to Boris that S } ujskij is merely mouthing his prompting through expedience, and to all involved that the crowd is merely required to cry by the authorities. How do all these lies function in the play? Perhaps they function to draw attention to the process of signification itself. At the end of scene four S } ujskij again confesses to lying--but this time he refers to an incident within the scope of the play. He claims that his denunciation of Boris in the first scene was nothing but a ploy to test Vorotynskij's loyalty:
This claim has a curious effect. If taken at face value (as a true signification), then he too was pretending--lying ( )--in the first scene. But his first lie, unlike the others, is taken by the audience (and by Vorotynskij) as the truth. A far more logical reaction of the audience in the fourth scene, which has by now been conditioned to expect a lie, is to conclude that it is the later claim that is false: in that case the first would remain true. Vorotynskij's reaction, (192) , can be applied in either case: either one statement or the other must be false.
That these two situations are not equal can be shown by the addition of another distinction. The signs discussed above are all directed forward, planned beforehand for the addressee. The script is written in advance, complete with stage directions for the crowd (cry) and a prompter (Boris) who tells S } ujskij what to say. The creative side of this kind of lying is captured in the word , the root tvor-, as in 'make, create' (and compare 'fiction' from L. facere 'make'). But S } ujskij's later statement is directed back in time to remake or reinterpret a message already received. This is an instance of reinterpretation of history, which alongside its mirror image, forward directed pretending, is the dominant semiotic structure in Boris Godunov.
The truth value of a message can be jeopardized in two ways: it may be compromised by the intention of the addresser, or it may be garbled by the interpretation of the addressee. Both of these structures play an important role in Boris Godunov, both are introduced in the opening scene, and both are inherent in S } ujskij's claim that he was lying in the first scene to test Vorotynskij's loyalty.
The fifth scene, Pimen's cell in the C } udovoj monastery, continues the same themes. It is in this scene that the emphasis on the semiotic process is shifted specifically to writing. The scene introduces the faithful monk
Pimen, who preserves the tales of the past in his chronicle: he writes " " (192) . Pimen apparently authors the account of the murder of Dimitrij which Pus } kin eventually uses as his source for the entire play. As Grigorij points out in the ominous speech at the end of the scene, (197) .
Pimen himself is responsible for the judgment of the world, since posterity will use his account as evidence against Boris. Pimen, then, effectively has the last word in judging Boris. Pus } kin comments that he used chronicle accounts as well as Karamzin's , and the ultimate source of Karamzin's work itself must be accounts like Pimen's. The point is that whoever controls the written account of history controls the judgment of men. Pus } kin himself has the last word insofar as he creates the account in his play. Both he and Pimen, therefore, act as God (Creator --) with respect to the judgment of Boris--both have control over the account the audience receives because they are authors, creators of fiction. (We will ignore the problem of intended historical accuracy in both a chronicle and a "historical drama.") 2
Because of this parallelism between the roles of chronicler and author, one might be tempted to nominate Pimen as main hero--but then he appears only in one scene. Nevertheless, according to a recent Soviet account, the character of Pimen evoked the greatest approval among Pus } kin's contemporaries (cited are Venevitinov, Kireevskij, S. Sevyrev);
they saw a kind of microcosm of the play in this character, who sets the dominant tone and determines the significance of the work as a whole (Luzjanina, (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) (57) . Pimen intends to pass on his role as chronicler to Grigorij, whom he instructs to describe everything of which he is witness in life. Grigorij, however, disdains this apparently passive role to become not passive witness, but active character ( ) in the drama of life, which he chooses to write not on paper, but in action. His mistake is that he fails to realize that in the role of chronicler he may have even more active power in affecting the judgment of posterity. That power is connected specifically with writing is shown in the following scene, in 6 which the Patriarch denounces Grigorij's desire to become Tsar of Moscow as a heresy typical of a literate man: (198) . The importance of literacy as a tool for power becomes especially apparent in the scene at the tavern at the Lithuanian border, which follows a brief scene in the Tsar's palace. As the scene is set up, Grigorij acts his first part, that of a lay pilgrim. But even the hostess of the tavern lies by feigning pleasure in greeting the Tsar's men:
The guards suspect Misail of being the escaped heretic, and it transpires that neither Misail not Varlaam can read. When the guards ask who is literate, " " it is Grigorij who answers " " (206). The guards are understandably surprised that a lay pilgrim knows letters.
As Grigorij begins reading the order, he begins tampering with the message by deleting a few words:
Not only does Grigorij attempt to distort the message, but the guard also instructs him in how it should be read. Grigorij uses his power as reader 7 of the text to throw suspicion from Misail, whom the guards first suspected, to Varlaam. Pus } kin makes his distortion even clearer through his stage directions:
7
At this point Varlaam, threatened by death as he is, summons up his own reading skills to cast suspicion at last on the real Grigorij, who escapes through the window. Admittedly, this is a stock recognition scene, but its appearance elsewhere does not make it any less effective in drawing attention to lying and the semiotic process here.
4 Pimen, like Grigorij, can reinterpret the message he receives; but while Pimen gains power by controlling the transmission of the message, Grigorij controls its reception.
Control over the reception of the message is as effective as lying.
Indeed, the guard accuses Grigorij of lying in his reading: " ", which in Russian covers both unintentional falsification by mistake and intentional lying. ( is also used for misreading, especially for misreading music or singing off pitch.) According to Vasmer and Chantraine, is related to Gk. weréo, ero 'I speak' and L. verbum, Goth. waúrd 'word' (Cf. Eng. word). 5 Tampering with the reception of the message is also therefore a semiotic process, and it is an activity with many echoes in Boris Godunov. In the very first scene S } ujskij explains that he could not tell Tsar Feodor about Boris's murder because the latter controlled the former's reception of all messages:
Most on S } ujskij's mind is linguistic signification: he says he could unmask Godunov "with a single word" (" "; 185). In the case of Grigorij, however, it is not the name Dimitrij that attracts him, but exactly Dimitrijness--he wants to be Tsar.
Since proper names are code about code, Grigorij's assumption of a name that is not his own involves violence to the code itself. Pus } kin likewise does violence to the code of dramatic writing when he refers to Grigorij in the stage directions to the play by five different names: Grigorij, Gris ] ka, Dimitrij, , and Lz ] edimitrij (207, 222, 230, 225, 245) . In a later scene Pus } kin capitalizes on this split in the language to make a humorous point. When Boris arranges for Otrep'ev to be anathematized, one man in the crowd claims that "the Tsarevich has nothing to do with Otrep'ev" (" "; 240) In fact he is correct, but in the context of the play, the man he understands by "Tsarevich" and "Otrep'ev" are known to be one and the same by the audience. One name cannot occur in the sentence, the meaning of which would then entail "X is not X"--the result is a humorous violence to the language itself. No less violence to the laws of religion is done by the same man, when he learns that they are singing a requiem for the Tsarevich, whom he thinks to be alive.
So far a semiotic analysis seems to suggest the importance of the But on the other hand, perhaps it is significant that Boris never openly confesses to the crime--even in a monologue when he is on stage alone (scene 7). Here he admits obliquely only to a "single spot" on his conscience, but it is "accidental" ( ); and the vague reference to "bloody boys" need not imply direct guilt (200). Pus } kin, unlike Karamzin, in fact avoids committing himself to one version. S } ujskij is the first to accuse Boris directly of murder--but the audience knows not to take this clever courtier's statements at face value. Next Pimen calls Boris " " (196)--his is often taken as the voice of Pus } kin. Ervin
Brody, for example, remarks that "the fundamental quality that Pus } kin imparted to Pimen is truthfulness" (869). Pus } kin himself claims to be a chronicler, a recorder of But the identity may be reversed: perhaps Pimen, like Pus } kin, is a writer of fiction? Such conclusions, in fact, must be drawn by more modern historians, who maintain that the evidence for Boris's complicity in Dimitrij's death is unreliable (Vernadsky) . In a play where the lie takes center stage, the problem is certainly difficult to resolve. One further clue to the dominance of the lie in Boris is the shock value what appears to be truth acquires in contrast. Two of the more memorable scenes in the work play on this reversal. In the scene in front of the cathedral in Moscow (scene 17) the jurodivyj risks Boris's ire by suggesting the Tsar kill some children "like you killed the little Tsarevich" (241). Boris saves the man's life, but still he refuses to pray for the "Herod-Tsar" (242). Even more central to the drama is Grigorij's admission to Marina Mniszek that he is not, in fact, the Tsarevich Dimitrij. The breakdown in pretending takes the form of an actor forgetting his lines:
This is exactly the semiotic structure of pretending already described.
Here the accent is placed on the verbal sign--specifically the lover's standard Romantic speeches. But Marina wants no speeches:
(226).
(The theme of love vs. power, which here appears in the form of love overcoming the passion for power, is first introduced by Boris, who compares his cooled relationship to "highest power" to a love affair that has grown cool with time [199] ).
Nonverbal forms of signification also play an important role in Boris.
In the scene best known for Boris's monologue " " the Tsar has been consulting wizards to reveal his future: 3 Caryl Emerson points out that the popularity of this scene among Puskin's contemporaries may be ascribed to the fact that it was for many years the only one printed (personal correspondence).
4 For example, Tomasevskij ("Puskin i ital'janskaja opera")
suggests that this plot device is taken from Rossini's La gazza ladra (cited in Lowe).
5 Similarly, one of the Greek words for 'word', múthos, has come to mean something not necessarily true. Likewise Gk. épos can mean both 'word' and 'epic', and compare Slavic ckjdj , which may be a fictional literary genre as well as a 'word'. The Homeric word for dhfnm was pseúdesthai, which occurs in the Homeric formula, pseúsomai e étumon eréo? ("will I lie or tell the truth?" 15 in the sense, "I'm not sure." [Il. 10.534, Od. 4.140] ). The first word, pseúsomai, means cjdhe , but the last word, semantically opposed in Homeric Greek, is related to it etymologically. This also belies the meaning of etymology itself (as in the third word, étumon) since it certainly does not always reveal the truth about a word.
6 The textology is complicated on this line, but the consensus seems to be that there is no proof that the line is not Puskin's; see Alekseev.
